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Abstract

This paper investigates the importance of �ow of funds as an implicit
incentive in the asset management industry. We build a two-period bi-
nomial moral hazard model to explain the trade-o¤s between �ow, per-
formance and fees where e¤ort depends on the combination of implicit
(�ow of funds) and explicit (performance fee) incentives. Two cases are
considered. With full commitment, the investor�s relevant trade-o¤ is to
give up expected return in the second period vis-à-vis to induce e¤ort in
the �rst period. The more concerned the investor is with today�s pay-
o¤, the more willing he will be to give up expected return in the second
period by penalizing negative excess return in the �rst period. Without
full commitment, the investor learns some symmetric and imperfect infor-
mation about the ability of the manager to obtain positive excess return.
In this case, observed returns reveal ability as well as e¤ort choices. We
show that powerful implicit incentives may explain the �ow-performance
relationship with a numerical solution. Besides, risk aversion explains the
complementarity between performance fee and �ow of funds.
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Special thanks to Amaury Fonseca Jr., Carlos Eugênio da Costa, Delano Franco, Fabiana
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1 Introduction

The observation of the capital movements in the asset management industry
shows that the �ow of funds responds to past observed performance. This
article addresses this behavior as a response to incentives while we consider it
an implicit form of action induction by the investor.
We build a two-period binomial moral hazard model to describe the inter-

action between two relevant types of incentives presented in asset management
contracts. Explicit and implicit incentives are used in this relationship as to in-
duce the agent to exert higher levels of e¤ort. Explicit incentives are represented
by the performance fee written in a contract and, hence, enforceable by a court
of law. They usually depend on the actual excess return of the performance
evaluation period, a¤ecting players�utilities in this same period.
Explicit incentives� typical clauses found in these contracts are linear in

excess return with the intercept (�) and slope (�) of the contract �xed during
the whole life of the contract. Most contracts for the delegation of investment
decisions are: I) low-powered1 contracts with � > 0, � > 0 and limited liability
over a high-water mark; b) �xed management fee contracts with � > 0 and
� = 0 which resembles a salary contract. The limited liability and the high-
water feature turns the linear contract into a convex one, resembling the payo¤
structure of a call option on the asset value of the fund.
On the other hand, implicit incentives are not written in any enforceable

long-term contract. They depend on the history of excess returns once this in-
formation reveals ability and/or e¤ort exerted by the portfolio manager. This
incentive only a¤ects utility in the periods following the investor�s asset alloca-
tion decisions. According to Bolton & Dewatripont (2004), the term implicit
refers to informal incentives like reputation building, career concerns, other in-
formal rewards and quid pro quos. Its importance is related to the fact that it
complements the design and speci�cation of long-term contracting. In our case,
�ow of funds is a proxy for career concerns.
Loosely speaking, we should expect the �ow of fund to vary positively when

the observed past excess return is positive while past negative excess return
should be followed by withdrawals from the fund. Meanwhile, the �ow of funds
is part of an intertemporal allocation of the investor�s wealth, we show that it
also plays the important role of a powerful implicit component in the optimal
provision of incentives under a moral hazard setting.
As to perform the objectives set above, this work consists of two models to

analyze the �ow-performance relationship under an incentive framework. Ini-
tially, we assume that there is no heterogeneity among managers. Then, we
relax this assumption and consider two types of managers with respect to the
probability of de�owering positive excess return. In this case, the investor infers
about the manager�s ability in a Bayesian manner.

1Ghatak & Pandey (2000) build a multi-task moral hazard model to explain optimal low
power contracts as to recover �rst-best risk choices. The lower power reduces the bene�ts
associated with the tails of the excess return distribution. The outliers�probability increases
when riskier strategies are chosen by the agent.
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The paper is organized as follows. In this section, we describe the some of
the literature related to our work, the typical contract found in the marketplace.
Section 2 describe the basic model and its numerical solution. Section 3 shows
the model with heterogeneous managers, Bayesian adjustment of the posterior
probability distribution of returns and its respective numerical solution. Section
4 concludes. In the last section of the Appendix, we describe the typical contract
found in the marketplace and explore the possible incentive problems that arise
in this contract.

1.1 The literature

The literature documents the importance of �ow of funds as a response to in-
centives in the asset management industry. While it is not conclusive whether
past performance is a good predictor of future performance since the existence
of performance persistence still needs to be veri�ed; there is su¢ cient empirical
evidence that indicates the �ow of funds are relationship with lagged measures
of excess returns.
Chevalier & Ellison (1997) analyze the importance of �ow of funds as an

implicit incentive by considering risk-taking choices of sequential periods con-
trolling for recent performance measures. The possibility of losing assets under
management due to poor performance creates powerful incentives for high ef-
fort exertion. E¤ort is related to the generation of greater returns with little
volatility. Given the inexorable stochastic behavior of asset prices, this objective
is not always attained during the course of an investment period. The article
divides this period in two sub-parts and consider the variance of the fund�s
quota as a proxy for investment decisions towards risk. The results show that
returns�variance is greater in the following sub-period after poor performance
once managers choose riskier investment alternatives to recover from relative
negative results in the �rst period, obtain a better performance ranking in the
total period among its group peers and, therefore, do not lose ground in the
competition for capital. So, one of the consequences of �ow of funds response to
past performance is to alter investment strategies. Another result describes the
shape of the �ow-performance relationship as a convex function once the lowest
and highest quantiles of the past performers distribution are, respectively, the
ones more penalized and more granted with capital than the ones who obtain in-
termediate returns, i.e., closer to the benchmark�s return level. Finally, younger
funds show more �ow sensitivity to past returns than older funds.
Berk & Green (2004) build a parsimonious multi-period model to explain

the empirical evidence in the �ow-performance relationship as well as the inex-
istence of performance persistence and the compatibility of these two stylized
facts with investors rationality. They assume competitive provision of capital
by investors to heterogeneous managers with respect to the ability in generating
positive excess return. Besides, ability has decreasing returns to scale2 while

2This means that obtainning excess return gets increasingly harder the larger the volume
managed by each portfolio manager.
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both managers and investors learn about it from observing past performance.
Learning is based on a Bayesian inference methodology as new performance in-
formation is used to determine the posterior probability distribution of returns.
Hence, e¢ cient portfolio allocation is represented by an in�nitely elastic supply
of capital to managers who are expected to perform above the benchmark until,
in equilibrium, all investors earn zero expected excess return. A great sort of
relevance of this recent paper comes from the fact that the results derived in
their model are compatible with those veri�ed in Chevalier & Ellison (1997).
Namely, the importance of fund�s age, size and fees as well as the perverse incen-
tives towards "safer" investment strategies. Assets under management growth
leads to "closet indexing" strategies as to satisfy the demand for intertemporal
insurance by portfolio managers. On the contrary, their model is not able to
provide a convex shape of the �ow-performance function.
All these results arise without any consideration about information asym-

metry neither moral hazard issues. Indeed, none explicit compensation scheme
or explicit performance fee is considered in their model. Our model intends to
be seen as an attempt to include these elements in a rational model of asset
management contracting.
The problem of e¢ cient incentive provision with short-term versus long-

term contracts in a repeated moral hazard framework is explored in Rogerson
(1985A). His analysis does not make use of the �rst-order approach which, of
course, yields results that are as general as one would like them to be. In the
model, each strategy is a set of contigent actions which a¤ects the probability
distribution of a certain outcome in a context where contracts describe a set
of contigent wages. These wages depend on the history of outcomes and, in
equilibrium, they represent a Pareto-optimal contract when the agent is not
able to use credit markets to self-insure.
One important result of paper is the Borch-like wage relationship of the opti-

mal contract which has the property that "the inverse of the manager�s marginal
utility of income evaluated at any wage must be equal to the conditional ex-
pected value of the inverse of next period�s marginal utility of income". Hence,
marginal rates of substitution between the principal and the agent are equal in
expectation across time.
Yet, he demonstrates the relevance of the shape of the inverse of the agent�s

HARA3 utility function in the term-structure of the expected wage function con-
ditional to past outcomes. Convex shapes are related to decreasing wages over
time. Consequently, the unconditional expected wage in one period is greater
than or equal to the next period�s wage4 . Time preference skews the wage re-
lationship towards the beginning or towards the end of the relationship. That
is, impatient agents prefer early wages which can be described by a decreasing
wage function while impatient principals prefer late wage payments related to
an increasing wage function.

3HARA utility funtions exhibits linear risk tolerance in outcome.
4Opposite results hold when the inverse of the agent�s utility function is concave while

wages are equal for the logarithmic functional form. These two results do not hold if the
principal and the agent�s time preferences are not equal.
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In this seminal paper, Rogerson shows that memory plays a fundamental
role in a Pareto optimal contract such that current outcomes a¤ect current
compensation as well as future period�s ones. Memory, in our model, would
be associated with the implicit component of incentives since the �ow of funds
depends on the history of excess returns, complementing the design and speci-
�cation of long-term contracting.
Repeated moral hazard creates the opportunity for intertemporal risk-sharing.

Once incentives do not allow for complete insurance across di¤erent states of
nature, we can expect current investment decisions to be a¤ected in order to
allow the manager to self-insure against costly capital losses. Therefore, good
past performance could be followed by "closet indexing" or benchmarking of
investment decisions while poor past performance could lead to riskier asset al-
location as to avoid period-end low ranking among his peers which would lead
to capital withdrawal with high probability. This behavior could be seen as a
possible way to access credit markets where agents try to self-insure and smooth
their consumption. In this manner, "closet indexing" resembles savings in the
benchmark-return linked instruments. Contrarily, riskier asset allocation can
be seen as leveraged decisions against a short position in the benchmark with
the objective to extract surplus from future contractual relations.
According to Rey & Salanié (1990), a sequence of two-period contracts that

are negotiated each period can mimic a long-term contract. The implicit incen-
tive is a form of periodic renegotiation as well as a severe punishment to prevent
shirking behavior from the portfolio manager. That is, �ow of funds can be seen
as the mechanism through which long-term contracting becomes unnecessary.
On the other hand, �ow of funds may cause opposite and undesired con-

sequences if the demand for time insurance raises concerns of another form of
shirking behavior: "closet indexing". Whenever this behavior undermines risky
but pro�table investment opportunities, we could think of it as some inade-
quate aspect originated by the power of the implicit incentive. Since excessive
risk-averse behavior might be undesired, one should provide appropriate incen-
tives towards riskier decisions by writing lock-up clauses in asset management
contracts. This set of clauses implies in an extra cost to withdrawal resources.
The investor commits to internalizes some of the costs the manager would have
if he had to sell actual positions to generate cash and payback investors. For
example, selling during market liquidity constrained situations given negative
shocks in the economy that create asset valuation uncertainties and high levels
of risk aversion.
Implicit incentives usually appear in the literature as career concerns and/or

periodical bonus payments. Holmström (1982) is the �rst to introduce incom-
plete and symmetric information to model career concerns. His original ap-
proach to consider a model with incomplete but symmetric information is used
in our model as well as in Berk & Green (2004). Both the principal (investor)
and agents (managers) learn about the managers�type in a Bayesian manner
as past performance reveals the information regarding ability to generate excess
returns.
Our approach can be seen as a possible speci�cation of these general models.
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We incorporate implicit incentives and limited liability into Rogerson�s frame-
work while use of some of the elements of the models developed by Holmström
(1982).
A general formulation of the problem of combined implicit and explicit in-

centive provision is analyzed in Pearce and Stacchetti (1998) who show that
implicit incentives contracts� e¢ ciency is increased if short-term explicit con-
tracts are written in the context of a repeated principal-agent model. They
also show that risk-averse agents prefer implicit incentives that vary negatively
with explicit incentives which represents a form a self-insurance against income
�uctuation. We observe these predictions in our numerical example.
Levin (2003) studies relational incentive contracts and shows the conditions

under which stationary explicit contracts are optimal and how incentives interact
in the trade-o¤ between e¢ ciency, screening and dynamic enforcement in the
case of hidden information. In the moral hazard case, enforcement compresses
the information obtained from the noisy signal and leads to only two levels of
performance. In this case, poor performance is followed by a termination of the
relationship even if the performance measure is subjective.
A relevant application to executive compensation is found in Gibbons &

Murphy (1992) who study the importance of career concerns and show that the
optimal contract optimizes total incentives. They show that the greater is the
importance of implicit incentives, the least powerful is the explicit component of
the contract in an executive compensation contract. An asset management ap-
plication is found in Heinkel and Stoughton (1994). They assume the existence
of a linear contract and derive the optimal contract structure and retention pol-
icy. Using a di¤erent and simpli�ed approach, we also �nd that the explicit
incentive is less powerful in a two-period economic setting. Any contract only
elicits partial information about the portfolio manager and, hence, ex-post per-
formance measurement becomes crucial in de�ning the optimal retention policy.
Finally, Basak, Pavlova & Shapiro (2003) show that fund �ows play a very

signi�cant role in altering risk exposure given its importance as an implicit in-
centive. In a dynamic asset allocation framework, they show that the risk shift-
ing strategies (unobservable, hence, non-contractible) and its related change in
returns�volatility depend on the year-to-date excess return as well as the thresh-
old return values that induce greater positive and negative fund �ows. Their
model demonstrates that fear of capital withdrawal leads to the departing from
benchmark volatility as year-end approaches if year-to-date return is below the
benchmark and to "closet indexing" if positive year-to-date performance is ob-
served. The perverse incentive towards greater risk exposure shifts volatility in
both directions in comparison with the benchmark�s volatility. Indeed, risk tak-
ing might be done exclusively by taking systematic risk, that is, risk enhancing
strategies may be adopted without any idiosyncratic risk shifting.
Moreover, they show the importance of writing asset allocation restrictions

in the investment policy contract as to avoid moral hazard in risk choices. The
"benchmark restriction" helps to diminish this concern freely, without any mon-
itoring cost. We, on the contrary, consider the benchmark restriction as given
and calculate the optimal combination of implicit (�ow of funds) and explicit
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incentives (management and performance fee) in a linear contract with lim-
ited liability in the performance fee - a compensation measure related to excess
return over the selected benchmark.

1.2 The typical compensation - linear schedule with lim-
ited liability and high-water mark

In this section, we describe the most common asset management contracts found
in the market place. This section serves the purpose to describe possible prob-
lems arising from the use of simple explicit compensation schemes.
Typical explicit clauses of contracts are linear with �xed coe¢ cients during

the life of the relationship and the payo¤ of the manager depends on the excess
return of the fund, rt. Long-term contracts are unusual. When they do exist,
their maturities are de�ned in terms of the number of days from the withdrawal
request to the delivery of the resources back to the investor. This period is
rollover everyday after the lockup period. Then, we will assume that such
contract do not exist in our economic environment.
Actually, given some features in the explicit compensation structure, the

contract is not linear. First, it presents limited liability in the excess return
- calculated as the return of the fund, Rt, in excess of the return of a pre-
determined benchmark, R0t . Second, performance fee is calculated over the
high-water mark of the benchmark; that is, performance fee is only paid if the
return exceeds the greater of the two benchmarks - the benchmark itself or the
highest historical quota value of the fund which is also always indexed by the
benchmark as well. Then, the explicit incentive is convex in excess return and
the payo¤ can be written as

wt(rt) = 
t�1
�
rt�1

�
: f�+ �:max [rt; 0]g (1)

where 
t�1
�
rt�1

�
is the total amount of assets under management and rt�1 =�

r1; :::; rt�1
�
represents the history of cumulative excess return of the fund over

the high-water mark.
We call the total amount of asset under management, in period t, of Net

Asset Value (NAV) and write it as


t�1
�
rt�1

�
= qt�1

�
rt�1

�
:pt�1 (2)

where qt�1
�
rt�1

�
is the outstanding number of quotas of the fund and pt�1

�
rt�1

�
is the marked-to-market quota value of the fund net of taxes and transactions
costs. In period t, it is given by

pt = p0:
tY

s=1

(1 +Rs) (3)

The excess return of the fund in period t is given by

rt =
pt
p̂t
� 1 (4)
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where the denominator is the high-water quota price. This extra feature of the
contract is given by

p̂t =
�
1 +R0t

�
:max (pt�1; p̂t�1) (5)

Therefore, the high-water mark is given by

brt�1 = max �0;�1� pt�1
p̂t�1

��
(6)

The manager�s static payo¤ consists of a �xed, � - the management fee -
and an option on the value of the fund due to the existence of limited liability -
the performance fee, �. From a �nance theory perspective, this payo¤ is always
greater than zero and it synthesizes an European call option on the fund�s quota
mark-to-market price that the portfolio manager holds against the investor5 .
The high-water mark, brt�1, determines the strike price of the option. Be-

cause of the high-water mark feature and the growth rate of the benchmark,
this option has a variable strike price6 . The high-water mark guarantees that
the option is almost certainly out-of-the money since bpt�1 � pt�1. The option
is, at maximum, at-the money when bpt�1 = pt�1, i.e., brt�1 = 0. The distance
between pt�1 and bpt�1 determines how much the option is out-of-the money.
So, the greater is bpt�1, the higher is brt�1 and this implies that rt = brt�1 > 0
is the minimum rate of excess return that the manager need to achieve from
his investments decisions in order to start deriving any positive marginal utility
from the option.
From Braido and Ferreira (2003), we learn that options may robustly induce

risk-taking, regardless of the speci�c functional form of the utility function.
Higher strike prices transform a riskier portfolio selection that is a second-order
stochastically dominated cumulative distribution of excess return into a lottery
that �rst-order stochastically dominates all other portfolio choices, even if the
excess return probability joint distribution is unknown to the manager/investor.
It means that the likelihood of the portfolio manager to choose riskier strategies
is greater when his compensation includes an option whose strike price is high
enough.
From an incentives theory approach, this out-of-the-money option7 repre-

sents a compensation structure in which the manager derives higher marginal
bene�ts of exerting e¤ort and taking risks from high levels of excess return. The
manager has incentives to take more risks, if �t

�

t�1

�
rt�1

��
represents a mean

preserving spread of the distribution of cumulative excess return. That is, the
manager has incentives to make portfolio choices whose joint prior distribution
of excess returns has heavier tails.
Nevertheless, the high-water mark feature is designed to protect the in-

vestor from paying excessive performance fees. Suppose the manager performs
5See Goeztman, Ingersoll and Ross (2000)
6Even when the benchmark is zero, the high-water mark feature incorporates all the vari-

ability of the fund�s history of return.
7And, we may say, increasingly outer-of-the-money if performance is poor or if the growth

rate of the benchmark is high.
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very well during a certain period of time and the value of the fund hits a record
value. Now, imagine that the fund has negative performance in some subsequent
periods. In this case, all positive performance that follows the poor performance
period will only pay performance fee after the record high-water mark is broken
again. Nevertheless, due the option-like nature of the compensation schedule,
this contract feature ends up creating more incongruities in risk preferences be-
tween managers and investors. Benchmarks with high growth rates only enhance
this one problem once the high-water mark will also grow at this rate.
Ghatak and Pandey (2000) build a multi-task model in which the choice

of e¤ort moves the average of the distribution of excess returns, in a �rst-order
stochastic dominance sense, and that the risk choice is a mean preserving spread
of this distribution, in a second-order stochastic dominance sense. Then, the
incentive implications of risk-taking choice reduces the optimal power of the sta-
tic contract, especially in the presence of limited liability. This reduction in the
explicit incentive, �, objectives to diminish the marginal utility of the manager
from high levels of return, inducing him to choose less risky investment alterna-
tives. In their model, the optimal linear contract (��; ��) recovers the �rst-best
solution, that is, manager�s actions are equal to the optimal combination of
these weakly substitutes tasks in the case they are contractible.
We would expect that, depending on the strike price of the option, the

optimal power of the contract, �, would change as the value of fund is closer or
outer-of-the-money. Moreover, (��t ; �

�
t ) also should be a function of the history

of performance. Rogerson (1985), in a repeated moral hazard model, shows that
memory plays a crucial role in determining future incentives if the distribution
of today�s return a¤ect current incentives. However, in the asset management
industry, we know that � and � are �xed at the start of the fund. This fact
ampli�es perverse incentives on risk choices, forcing the investor to use implicit
features of the contract in order to recover an optimal compensation schedule
and, hence, optimal e¤ort and risk choices.
As a consequence, the investor has to monitor the performance of each man-

ager and constantly revise the total amount of assets under management allo-
cated at each portfolio manager. This is done by adjusting the �ow of funds ft.
This �ow is endogenous in the model and we build it as a function of the history
of cumulative excess return, ft (rt). As investors decide to let cash resources
�ow in, ft > 0, or out, ft < 0, of the fund, quotas are respectively created,
�qt > 0, or redeemed, �qt < 0, at current quota marked-to-market prices, pt.
Then, the total number of quotas in period t� 1 is given by

qt�1
�
rt�1

�
=

t�1X
s=1

fs (r
s)

ps
(7)

We obtain the �ow of funds in each period t, ft (rt), as a function of the
cumulative return of the fund and the variation in the number of quotas

ft
�
rt
�
= pt:

�
qt
�
rt
�
� qt�1

�
rt�1

��
(8)
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Normalizing p0 = 1 and after substituting (1) in (8), we obtain

ft
�
rt
�
=

tY
s=1

(1 +Rs) :
�
qt
�
rt
�
� qt�1

�
rt�1

��
(9)

The �xed fee in the contract, the management fee �, is a factor expressed in
annual percentage terms of the net asset value, 
t�1

�
rt�1

�
, being accrued in a

pro rata temporis form. It is related to the �xed and some variable costs of man-
aging the fund, including the marginal cost of using the manager�s time8 and/or
ability. Once ft (rt) is a function of the history of cumulative excess returns,
even in the absence of any performance fee, � = 0, the manager would still have
incentives to make e¤ort and risky choices, trying to in�uence the perception
of the market about his level of ability. Besides, 
t�1

�
rt�1

�
also multiplies

the option-like component of the manager�s wage, a¤ecting more intensively the
e¤ort and risk choices of the manager in each period. Then, the manager has
great incentives to attract a high volume of assets under management.
Indeed, we argue that the �ow of funds is the most important incentive

feature of the compensation schedule. This dynamic implicit incentive depends
on the history of cumulative excess returns, ft (rt), and we call it�ow concern.
This function determine the optimal choices of e¤ort and risk as well as the

optimal incentives, taking into consideration reputation e¤ects that arise from
the observed history of excess returns. Fama (1980) argues that this dynamic
concern may recover �rst-best solutions removing moral hazard issues in risk-
taking. Holmström (1982) demonstrated that risk-aversion and discounting play
an important role in con�rming Fama�s previsions.
If we substitute (3) and (5) in (4), we can rewrite the excess return of the

fund in period t as

rt =

tQ
s=1

(1 +Rs)

(1 +R0t ) :max

�
t�1Q
s=1

(1 +Rs) ; p̂t�1

� � 1 (10)

Observe that p̂t is calculated recursively based on the history of cumulative
excess return, rt.
We may write the total payo¤ of the manager in each period t as

uM (wt(rt)) = 
t�1
�
rt�1

�
:

0BB@�+ �:max
2664 p0:

tQ
s=1

(1 +Rs)

(1 +R0t ) :max (pt�1; p̂t�1)
� 1; 0

3775
1CCA

Since the main objective of this paper is to address the relative importance
of implicit incentives compared to explicit incentives, we assume no high-water
mark in the excess return in the model develop below.

8 If we consider leisure in the model. However, we do not do so here
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1.3 Data and stylized facts

Here, we present some of the empirical results found in Chevalier and Ellison
(1997). Observe the convex shape of the �ow-performance relationship.

With the purpose to show the importance of age in the �ow-performance
relation, the graphical representation of the results found in Berk and Green
(2004) is also presented here.
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2 The model under full commitment

Consider a risk neutral investor9 who hires a risk averse portfolio manager to
invest a share of his assets10 in an economy that lasts for two periods. We build
a binomial model, i.e., there are two possible states of nature in each period.
At the beginning of each period for each node of the decision tree, the investor
decides the percentage of that share to be allocated with the portfolio manager,

0, 
H and 
L. Besides, the contract that regulates this relationship describes
the portion of the assets under management, mf , that is paid to the manager in
each node of the decision tree as management fee and the portion of the excess
return (if positive), pf , that is paid to the manager as performance fee. We
still make two assumptions regarding the compensation schedule: a) the explicit
incentive is stationary; i.e., they do not vary during the life of the contract
and b) the explicit incentives are multiplied by the implicit incentives. These
assumptions bring a lot of realism to the model since this schedule is the one
frequently observed in the industry11 .
The portfolio manager has a time-separable utility function with impatient

parameter, �, and he is free to decide how to allocate the assets under his man-
agement in any possible investment alternative available in the economy. In
order to make these decisions, the manager exerts costly and unobservable ef-
fort. Portfolio manager�s e¤ort decisions represent his set of feasible investment
strategies and appear as more intense access to information, increased leverage,
greater duration of �xed income instruments, open gap and credit risks, active
day-trading, foreign exchange risks, etc. Thus, e¤ort decisions a¤ect the prob-
ability distribution of excess return ex ante, �t;s and they are considered to be
non-negative and assume continuous values.
We still assume that the cost function of e¤ort is monotonically increasing

and twice continuously di¤erentiable in e¤ort; such that we have 	(0) = 0,
lim
es!1

	0(et;s) = 1; 	0(�) > 0; 	00(�) > 0 and 	000(�) � 0 which guarantees

su¢ ciency conditions for interior solution and easy calculation of several sta-
tic comparisons. In order to simplify the algebraic calculations, we de�ne a
exponential time-separable cost function

	(et;s) =
k

2
(et;s)

2 (11)

The asymmetric information aspect of the model relies in the fact that et;s
is unobservable by the investor. In each period, the two states of nature are
associated with two levels of excess return. The return of the investments made
by the portfolio manager are compared to a pre-de�ned benchmark return, rb.
The investor, then, is not capable to know with certainty if excess return is due
to e¤ort or good fortune (luck). Indeed, the excess return, rs, is a noisy signal

9The risk neutrality assumption is due to the standard justi�cation that investors can
diversify managers�speci�c risks away while each manager may not.
10We do not make any consideration about these assets or their associated markets.
11See Appendix 4 for a description of a typical contract found in the marketplace.
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of et;s and the portfolio manager is rewarded only on the basis of this noisy
signal.
In the binomial model, high e¤ort is associated with a higher excess return,

rH , and a particular compensation for the manager, (
H ;mf ; pf ). On the
other hand, low e¤ort is associated with a lower level of excess return, rL, and
a di¤erent compensation for the manager, (
L;mf ; 0), assuming that rL < rb.
The function that describes the probability of obtaining a particular value

of excess return is linear in e¤ort and it is given by a logistic function

�t;s =
exp(a+ bet;s)

1 + exp(a+ bet;s)

The logistic function transforms a set of real number into the [0; 1] interval.
E¤ort is non-negative given the CPO´�s and the limited liability restrictions. If
a; b > 0, then �t;s > 50 _% which implies that it is not necessary too much e¤ort
induction to increase the expected return by a¤ecting endogenous probabilities
of return. Thus, the investor is better o¤ if he provides less powerful contract
either explicitly or implicitly. In this case, he will smooth the wage function such
that e¤ort choices and probabilities are equal in each node of the tree. To avoid
this problem, it is necessary to impose restrictions on values each coe¢ cient of
the linear equation must assume such that it may assume negative values for low
levels of e¤ort choice. In this case, e¤ort levels near zero would be associated
with probabilities near zero. For a intercept a = �3, the probability of high
return is equal to � � 5% when e = 0. For e¤ort changes to a¤ect probability
levels, the e¤ort coe¢ cient b must be adjusted accordingly as well. In this paper,
we will assume b = [2; 3; 5]. The shapes of the logistic function, given di¤erent
parameters a and b, are shown in the graph below.
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The coe¢ cients of the function that transforms e¤ort into the probability of
occurrence of a particular state of nature are exogenously given in our model and
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they determine the level of informativeness of the noisy signal, rs. The intercept,
a, can be seen as a parameter that only depends on speci�cs characteristics of
each portfolio manager while the slope, b, represents the shift in the distribution
of return derived from variations in e¤ort. The greater is the value of b, the
more dependent of e¤ort is probability distribution of return.
If b � 0, then return is a su¢ cient statistic for managers� ability or, we

may say, for speci�c features of the asset allocation strategies executed by the
manager. Hence, return will only allow the investor to infer about manager�s
ability or about the implied risks of the portfolio; for example, given a particular
investment regulation. In this case, moral hazard would not be an issue. On
the other hand, when b:et;s alters the probability of high return in a signi�cant
manner, return is a su¢ cient statistic for high levels of e¤ort decisions executed
by the manager and, thus, it should be used as a proxy of the manager compen-
sation structure in our model. In this case, moral hazard in e¤ort would play an
important role in the maximization problem of the investor such that inducing
optimal e¤ort increases the value of the relationship.
In the model, expected return as well as variance depend explicitly on e¤ort

and are given by

E [rt;s] =
exp(a+ bet;s)

1 + exp(a+ bet;s)
rH �

�
1� exp(a+ bet;s)

1 + exp(a+ bet;s)

�
rL (12)

and

V ar [rt;s] =

�
exp(a+ bet;s)

1 + exp(a+ bet;s)

�
:

�
1� exp(a+ bet;s)

1 + exp(a+ bet;s)

�
: (rH � rL)2 (13)

thus, expected return and variance are endogenous to e¤ort decisions in
our model.
The binomial distribution has an interesting relationship between the ex-

pected excess return and its variance. Low e¤ort leads to low expected return
and to low variance of returns as well. As et;s increases and the probability of
high return approaches half , both variance and expected return go up while
variance attains its maximum at �t;s = 0:5. So, medium e¤ort is related to a
greater average return but maximum variance. As �t;s goes to one, expected
return reaches its maximum and variance is at its minimum again, that is, 0. In
this model, the distribution of excess returns conditional on high e¤ort, �t;s, sto-
chastically dominates in �rst-order the distribution of excess returns conditional
on low e¤ort, (1� �t;s). However, in a second-order stochastic dominance sense,
the distribution of excess return conditional to low e¤ort dominates the one con-
ditional to high e¤ort for 0 � �t;s <

1
2 . On the other hand, for

1
2 � �t;s � 1,

the distribution of excess return conditional to high e¤ort dominates stochasti-
cally in a second-order sense the distribution of excess return conditional to low
e¤ort.
In economic terms, e¤ort choice represents the reduced form of two tasks:

e¤ort choices increase expected return and risk choices shift variance of returns.
In the interval �t;s 2

�
0; 12
�
, they are substitutes tasks. Only for higher than
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half e¤ort choices becomes complementary tasks. Remember that it is less
costly to induce complementary tasks than two substitute tasks in a second
best environment since there are economies of scope when these tasks entails
moral hazard. Then, these economies of scope only appear for levels of e¤ort
greater than half.

2.1 The timing of the model and the decision tree

The timing of the two period model is explained as follows. At the beginning of
the �rst period, the investor simultaneously o¤ers a contract fmf ; pf ;
t;sg to
the portfolio manager who receives fees ! = (mf ; pf ) for an initial investment

0. The manager chooses his asset allocation strategy through a costly e¤ort
decision. Then, nature moves and a particular value of excess return, r1;s, is
realized.
At the end of the �rst period, the investor and the portfolio manager observe

r0 and, then, the investor changes 
0 to 
H or 
L, according to expected return
in each node of the tree in the second period. Again, in the beginning of the
second period, the manager chooses an state-dependent level of e¤ort which
will be followed by another nature move such that a particular value of excess
return, r2;s, is realized.
Decision tree graph goes here
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2.2 The portfolio manager problem: optimal choice of ef-
fort

The portfolio manager maximizes expected utility by choosing the optimal levels
of e¤ort

max
e0;e1;e2

UM =
2X
t=0

�t

24st=rtX
st=rt

P (rtjet)u (
t;s!t;s)�
k

2
(et;s)

2

35 (14)

=

�
�0u (
0 (mf + pf max [rH � rb; 0]))

+ (1� �0)u (
0 (mf + pf max [rL � rb; 0]))� k
2 (e0)

2

�

+�

8>><>>:
�0

�
�1u (
H (mf + pf max [rH � rb; 0]))

+ (1� �1)u (
H (mf + pf max [rL � rb; 0]))� k
2 (e1)

2

�
+(1� �0)

�
�2u (
L (mf + pf max [rH � rb; 0]))

+ (1� �2)u (
L (mf + pf max [rL � rb; 0]))� k
2 (e2)

2

�
9>>=>>;

where the utility function of the portfolio manager presents the usual properties
of concavity: u
(
 = 0; ! = 0) = u!(
 = 0; ! = 0) = 1 lim

(
;!)!1
u
(�; �) =

u! (�; �) = 0; u
(
; !) > 0; u!(
; !) > 0; u

(
; !) < 0; u!!(
; !) < 0. Risk
aversion creates ine¢ ciencies in the provision of e¤ort due to the e¤ects of moral
hazard and, in this case, the risk neutral investor should pay a premium for a
risk averse manager to participate.
The reservation utility of the portfolio manager is exogenously given and

is equal to UM . The investor has all bargaining power and can make take-
it-or-leave-it o¤ers to the portfolio manager subject to providing him with an
expected payo¤ which yields at least UM .

@UM
@e�0

= A (!;
) = 0 (15)

@UM
@e�1

= E (!;
) = 0 (16)

@UM
@e�2

= I (!;
) = 0 (17)

The optimal e¤ort choice in the �rst period has a dynamic component repre-
sented by the present value of the di¤erence in utility that the manager derive in
each of the two possible states of nature in the second period. That is, optimal
choice in the hidden action problem contains all elements of the compensation
schedule, revealing the power of the implicit incentive in the dynamic moral
hazard problem.
For a given a and b, when pf > 0 and 
H > 
L, the optimal choice of

unobservable e¤ort in the �rst period is higher in the dynamic problem than
in the static version. With enough dynamic incentive 
H > 
0 and enough
dynamic penalization 
L < 
0, it is possible to reduce the cost of implementing
second-best solutions with a smaller distortion between pf and 0, i.e., the power
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of the explicit contract will be lower than in the static version. The importance
of the implicit dynamic incentive is raised when the limited liability constraint
binds.
In the second and last period of the relationship, the dynamic component

vanishes and only the distortion in the explicit incentives matter for the man-
ager, a solution that is similar to the static version of the hidden action problem.
In fact, memory plays an important role by di¤erentiating the compensation in
each node of the second period. Memory appears while the implicit incentive
depends on the return observed in the �rst period. Then, the optimal e¤ort
solution will obey

e�0 (!;
) � e�1 (!;
) � e�2 (!;
) (18)

2.3 The investor problem: optimal provision of incentives

The risk-neutral investor maximizes expected pro�t by choosing the optimal
levels of incentives

max
mf ;pf ;
H ;
L

e0;e1;e2

VI =
2X
t=0

24st=rtX
st=rt

P (rtjet) 
t;s (rt;s �mf � pf max [rs � rb; 0])� (
t;s) rb

35
(19)

where rb is the return of the outside investment alternative of the investor -
the benchmark return can be obtained without any e¤ort and incentive provi-
sion. When (
t;s � 1) > 0, the investor is borrowing at this benchmark rate
and investing the resources in the fund. While (
t;s � 1) < 0, the investor
is withdrawing resources from the fund and re-investing them in benchmark
return-linked instruments. The investor observes excess return at the end of
every period and decides to change the implicit incentive based on the history
of excess returns. Excess return represents a noisy signal of e¤ort with mean
and variance respectively given by (12) and (13).
In equilibrium, the investor anticipates the optimal choice of actions taken

by the portfolio manager and design an incentive compatible contract. When
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rb = 0, the problem of the investor becomes

max
mf ;pf ;

H;
L

VI =

�
exp(a+ be�0)

1 + exp(a+ be�0)

�

0 (rH �mf � pf max [rH � rb; 0])

+

�
1� exp(a+ be�0)

1 + exp(a+ be�0)

�

0 (rL �mf � pf max [rL � rb; 0])

+�
exp(a+ be�0)

1 + exp(a+ be�0)

2664
exp(a+be�1)
1+exp(a+be�1)


H

�
rH �mf

�pf max [rH � rb; 0]

�
+
�
1� exp(a+be�1)

1+exp(a+be�1)

�

H

�
rL �mf

�pf max [rL � rb; 0]

�
3775

+�

�
1� exp(a+ be�0)

1 + exp(a+ be�0)

�2664
exp(a+be�2)
1+exp(a+be�2)


L

�
rH �mf

�pf max [rH � rb; 0]

�
+
�
1� exp(a+be�2)

1+exp(a+be�2)

�

L

�
rL �mf

�pf max [rL � rb; 0]

�
3775

subject to the following participation constraints. We normalize the reservation
utility to zero in each node and write

UM � 0 (20)

The incentive constraints are given by the CPOs�of the portfolio manager
problem since we are imposing the �rst-order approach

e�t;s (!;
) 2 argmaxUM (21)

It is necessary to write two limited responsibility constraints for the explicit
incentives since the manager has limited liability in excess return and, thus, can
only be penalized for exerting low levels of e¤ort through the implicit incentive.

mf > 0 (22)

pf � 0 (23)

Since it is neither possible to borrow resources from the manager�s fund nor
to leverage positions in the fund by borrowing at the benchmark rate, there are
also two short-selling and two borrowing constraints for the implicit incentives
such that

0 � 
H � 1 (24)

0 � 
L � 1 (25)

All �rst-order conditions are shown in subsection 1 of the Appendix. The equi-

librium solution
n
m�
f ; p

�
f ;


�
H ;


�
L

o
is algebraically intractable and can only have

a numerical solution. The MatLab code and its results are shown, respectively,
in subsection 2 and 3 of the Appendix.
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2.4 Characterization of the optimal incentive contract

In equilibrium, the investor o¤ers an incentive compatible contract
n
m�
f ; p

�
f ;


�
H ;


�
L

o
that satis�es all the constraints of his problem. The investor provides total in-
centives that equalize the marginal excess expected return and the implied costs
of e¤ort induction. He does so by simultaneously combining and distorting both
the implicit and the explicit incentive�s compensation structure as to maximize
the intertemporal excess expected return.
The explicit incentive reduces net excess expected return. In equilibrium,

the investor sets m�
f at the minimum possible level since m�

f > min (mf ) only
reduces net expected return while it does not a¤ect the probability of high
return. Indeed, if one sets m�

f > min (mf ), it also presents the hazard to
decrease the marginal utility that would be derived by a greater peformance fee
and/or greater implicit incentive distortion. Regarding the performance fee, the
investor sets p�f � 0 as to increase the probability of high return in each node
of the decision tree. This result is natural since setting p�f � 0 induces positive
e¤ort, increases the probability of high return in all nodes of the tree and, thus,
increases excess expected return. For a given solution f
�H ;
�Lg, the optimal
level of performance fee,

�
m�
f ; p

�
f

�
, equalizes marginal excess expected return

due to shifts in the probability distribution of return to the marginal cost of
exerting e¤ort in all nodes of the tree.
In the dynamic model. the investor desires to induce greater e¤ort in the �rst

period while its bene�ts are greater than the ones generated by e¤ort executed
in the second period. That is, investor faces a intertemporal trade-o¤ between
inducing e¤ort in the �rst period - which increases expected return in the �rst
period - vis-à-vis inducing e¤ort in second period - increasing expected return
in the second period. The investor distort the implicit incentive equilibrium
allocations such that 
�H > 


�
L in most cases.

Then, the optimal contract is a combination of
n
min

�
m�
f

�
; p�f ;


�
H ;


�
L

o
.

Since we are imposing the �rst-order approach (FOA) - by substituting the
portfolio managers��rst-order conditions into the investor�s objective function
- it needs to be checked if the second-order conditions (SOC) satisfy the nec-
essary and su¢ cient conditions for a local maxima. That is, we verify if at

the solution found numerically,
n
m�
f ; p

�
f ;


�
H ;


�
L

o
, the Hessian matrix of the

portfolio manager�s maximization problem is negative semi-de�nite.
Another computational consideration that must be taken into account is

that the choice of parameters must avoid situations in which the provision of
implicit and explicit incentives have little e¤ect in altering the distribution of
returns. In these cases, the investor will minimize all incentives expenses and
behave just like predicted by the case of complete information.
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2.4.1 Comparison with the case where 
�H = 

�
L = 1

The �ow of funds serves two purposes. First, it determines the investor�s asset
allocation strategy. From a �nance and portfolio allocation perspective, we know
that the risk neutral investor should choose 
� = 1 if net excess expected return
is positive. On the other side, when net excess expected return is negative, the
investor sets 
� = 0.
Due to hidden action considerations, the �ow of funds also plays the role

of an implicit incentive as to avoid moral hazard in the execution of e¤ort. In
the dynamic model. the investor desires to induce greater e¤ort in the �rst
period while its bene�ts are greater than the ones generated by e¤ort executed
in the second period. That is, investor faces a intertemporal trade-o¤ between
inducing e¤ort in the �rst period - which increases expected return in the �rst
period - vis-à-vis inducing e¤ort in second period - increasing expected return in
the second period. Then, the investor distort the implicit incentive equilibrium
allocations that may di¤er from the natural and trivial solution described above.
Then, the �ow of funds modify the allocation classical rule such that�

1� p�f
�
E [rt;s]�

�
rb +m

�
f

�
> 0) 0 < 
�t;s � 1

and �
1� p�f

�
E [rt;s]�

�
rb ++m

�
f

�
� 0) 0 � 
�t;s < 1

Moreover, since expected return is endogenous in this model and given (18),
we have

E
�
r�1;0
�
> �E

�
r�1;1
�
� �E

�
r�2;1
�

Indeed, there is economic value in providing distorted implicit incentives at the
cost of destroying the relationship in the second period whenever one observes
negative excess return in the �rst period. To maximize expected utility, the
investor decides how much endogenous expected return to give up in the sec-
ond period in order to obtain endogenous expected return derived from higher
induced e¤ort in the �rst period.
Let�s consider two cases. First, assume that rH > rb > rL. In the �rst case,

there is no distortion in the implicit incentive such that 
�H = 
�L = 1. Once
the incentive constraints depend on the di¤erence of utilities in each node of the
tree, e¤ort choices will be equal

e�0 = e
�
1 = e

�
2 = e

In this case, ��0 = �
�
1 = �

�
2 =

exp(a+be�)
1+exp(a+be�) = � and the manager earns

UM = (1 + �)

�
�u (mf + pf (rH � rb)) + (1� �)u (mf )�

k

2
e2
�
� 0 (26)

In this case, only the explicit incentive, pf , a¤ects e¤ort choices. The manager
has to make only one choice of e¤ort. From (22), the risk averse manager
participation constraints is always greater than zero for all mf ; pf > 0 and,
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hence, the constraint is not binding (� = 0). On his side, the risk neutral investor
earns net excess expected return

VI = (1 + �) [� (rH �mf � pf [rH � rb]) + (1� �) (rL �mf )] > 0 (27)

From (27), the investor problem reduces to choosing m�
f and p

�
f , subject to

the optimal choice of e¤ort made by the manager and its participation constraint
(26).
Now, consider a second extreme case. Suppose that the investor o¤ers full

implicit incentive distortion. Then, we have 
�H = 1 and 

�
L = 0. In this case,

e¤ort choices will be increasing

e�0 > e
�
1 > e

�
2 = 0

In this case, In this case, ��0 > �
�
1 > �

�
2 and the participation constraint is

given by

UM =

(
�0u (mf + pf (rH � rb)) + (1� �0)u (mf )� k

2 (e0)
2

+�
n
�0

h
�1u (mf + pf [rH � rb]) + (1� �1)u (mf )� k

2 (e1)
2
io ) � 0

(28)
From (28) and considering m�

f = min (mf ), the investor has to calculate the p�f
that maximizes e¤ort. Due to the fact that it reduces the net expected return
in all nodes of the tree, we have p�f < rH . The investor earns an expected return
equal to

VI = �0 (rH �mf � pf [rH � rb]) + (1� �0) (rL �mf ) (29)

+��0 [�1
H (rH �mf � pf [rH � rb]) + (1� �1)u (rL �mf )]

If (29) > (27) for the same explicit contract,
�
m�
f ; p

�
f

�
, then it is optimal

(in comparison with the �rst case described above) for the investor to fully
distort the contract by o¤ering a compensation scheme with powered implicit
incentives. This results follows from the fact that the marginal bene�t obtained
in the �rst period is greater in module than the excess expected return given
up in the second period.
From (29), the investor problem reduces to choosing p�f . Optimal choice of p

�
f

will satisfy �rst-order conditions. The algebraic solution here is also intractable
and we compare the numerical solution in this case with the numerical solution
in case 1.
A third possible case is algebraically intractable and it has two possibilities.

Either 
�H = 1 and 0 < 

�
L < 1 or 0 < 


�
H < 1 and 


�
L = 0. In this two cases,


�H > 
�L and, then, e
�
0 � e�1 > e�2. It often occurs when the investor o¤ers

implicit incentive at a higher implied cost which is expressed in terms of giving
up positive excess expected returns or seizing negative excess expected returns
in the second period. In this case, the implicit incentive substitutes the explicit
incentive in inducing e¤ort whenever p�f � 0. On the other hand, variations in
the implicit incentive that are very costly in terms of excess expected return
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are less intense and they are compensated by more distortion in the explicit
incentive. These results are shown in the next subsection.
This model may explain the little presence of complex long term explicit

contracts in the asset management industry. That is, the investor writes a
simple long term explicit contract and allows the powerful implicit incentive to
depend on his beliefs at each node of the decision tree. In other words, possible
agency problems derived from simple and/or incomplete explicit incentives may
be partially solved by delegating power to the implicit incentive. Yet, �ow of
funds concerns may correct some wrong incentives and risk incongruities that
may arise with the design of a simple explicit incentive mechanism.
Nevertheless, we may question if the implicit incentives�results present some

dynamic inconsistency concerns from the perspective of the beginning of the sec-
ond period. Since the investor may change his decision and decide not to give
up positive excess expected return. This is due to the fact that e¤ort induced in
the �rst period is already executed and the �rst period probability distribution
function of returns does not in�uence the second period�s distribution. There-
fore, implicit incentive distortion may represent a non-credible threat. We can
adopt several strategies to solve this problem. For example, we may assume
that the repeated game is played in�nitely or that reputation concerns would
force the investor to choose this costly allocation strategy. The alternative we
use considers manager�s heterogeneity with respect to ability and we expose it
in the next section.

2.5 Numerical results

We assume that the risk aversion manager�s preferences are represented by a
HARA utility function and that the parameter of risk aversion of the function
is given by �. The utility function takes the following functional form

u (�) = 1

�� 1 (
t;s:mf +
t;s:pf :max [rt;s � rb; 0])(��
1
� )

The coe¢ cients of relative risk aversion to the variation of each compensation
variable are given by

RRmf
=

�
�� 1� 1

�

�

t;s

RRpf =

�
�� 1� 1

�

�

t;s:max [rt;s � rb; 0]

RR
t;s =

�
�� 1� 1

�

�
: (mf + pf max [rt;s � rb; 0])

The parameters values of the logistic function that de�nes the probability
distribution function of return in each node of the tree are the coe¢ cients a and
b. The parameter of impatience is � and the cost function coe¢ cient is k:The
high and low return depend on the level of the benchmark rate and the number
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of days as well as on the benchmark percentage variation of the benchmark
return obtained in each state of nature; respectively, rB , days, P_exc_retH
and P_exc_retL. We calculate rH and rL in the following way

rH =
�
(1 + rb)

(days=252) � 1
�
� P_exc_retH

rL =
�
(1 + rb)

(days=252) � 1
�
� P_exc_retL

rB =
�
(1 + rb)

(days=252) � 1
�

We use the fmincom function of the Optimization toolbox in the Matlab
software. The MatLab code �les are presented in subsection 2 of the Appendix
2. We make some adjustments in our problem to be able to solve it numerically.
Since the fmincom function is a non-linear constrained minimization function,
we multiply the investor objective function by minus one. We also have to
multiply the participation constraint by minus one since the fmincom function
read inequality constraints as functions smaller or equal than zero.
Given the nonlinearity existent in the problem, the global optimal solution

depends on the initial guess values provided in the computational program. So,
we need to run the code for distinct starting points and select the result with
the greatest expected return.
We, however, adopt a di¤erent approach here. We �x the management

fee, the funds in each state of the second period and calculate the optimal
performance fee and the respective optimal e¤ort choices for di¤erent levels
of asset under management after poor performance. Then, we compare the
respective expected return values.
Consider the case given the set of parameters shown in the graph below.

The graph and the table below shows that the performance fee decreases and
the expected payo¤ increases for higher levels of implicit incentives, i.e, higher
distortion in the �ow of funds after the observation of performance in the �rst
period. The importance of the implicit incentive becomes more apparent when
we observe that the marginal increase in the payo¤ occurs even the cost of
withdrawing funds from funds that are expected to perform positively in the
second period. Observe also that the investor gives up expected payo¤ in the
second period by penalizing negative excess return in the �rst period with the
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objective to gain from greater e¤ort exertion in the �rst period.

We also want to compare the results above to those when the probability
distribution function of return is less dependent on e¤ort execution. Consider
the case when a = 0 and b = 3. Observe that the minimum probability of
high return is 50%, even when e¤ort is closer to zero. In this case, it is more
costly to induce optimal e¤ort since it takes more performance fee to provide
the appropriate incentives. Therefore, the expected payo¤ and excess expected
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returns are lower as well as shown below

It also is possible to observe that the implicit incentive�s power is lower once
endogenous excess return is not as much a¤ected as in the case above. Since
it is more costly to induce e¤ort through the implicit incentive, the investor is
willing to use the performance to obtain greater expected payo¤ in all nodes of
the decision tree. Now, the trade-o¤ is di¤erent since it explores the bene�ts
and costs of the usage of the performance fee in each period.
Greater risk aversion leads to less powerful incentive schemes. The more

risk averse is the manager, the more e¢ cient is the usage of the implicit and
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the explicit incentive and, hence, less costly incentives induces more e¤ort for
greater levels of risk aversion. The more risk averse is the manager, the least �ow
distortion is necessary to induce e¤ort in the �rst period, reducing the impact of
the intertemporal trade-o¤ as well as less performance fee is necessary to induce
e¤ort at each node of the decision tree. In this case, powerful implicit incentives
are sub-optimal and are related to lower expected payo¤s.
The graph and the table below show these results should be compared with

the Graph 1 and Table 1, respectively.

Patient players, represented by greater levels of � (delta), are less willing
to trade-o¤ expected return in the �rst period vis-à-vis expected return in the
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second period. Then, more explicit incentive is used to induce higher e¤ort.
On the other hand, the portfolio manager is also more interested in smoothing
consumption between the two periods.
In general terms, the optimal solution shows that the implicit incentive varies

signi�cantly in the second period depending on the expected return in each
node. The investor provides powerful implicit incentives after the observation
of high return in the �rst period and the upper bound (24) binds. On the other
hand, after low return is observed in the �rst period, the investor penalizes the
manager, withdrawing all or almost all resources from the manager and (25)
binds. The dynamic implicit incentive component is so strong in this model
that this result occurs even if the expected return is positive in the bad state of
nature of the second period.
The intuition behind it is that since both the total payo¤ and the explicit

incentives depend on the amount of implicit incentives, e¤ort induction by using
the �ow of funds is more e¢ cient under a moral hazard framework .
Risk aversion should explain the third result in which the two incentives are

complementary; that is, the more powerful is the implicit incentive, the greater
is the performance fee. A risk-averse manager has ��ow of funds� insurance�
when the implicit incentive is not used. The marginal utility derived from a
marginal increase in the performance fee is lower in this case than when the
implicit incentive is powerful; i.e., the �ow of funds distort the total compensa-
tion of the portfolio manager. Hence, a smaller performance fee is necessary to
induce optimal e¤ort choices. On the other hand, when the portfolio manager is
penalized for poor performance by the losing funds, the marginal utility derived
by any marginal increase in the performance fee is higher since performance fee
is a¤ecting utilities in fewer states of nature. Once performance fee depends on
the amount of resources invested in the fund, the total intertemporal compensa-
tion is more a¤ected by a marginal increase in the performance fee. Therefore,
the level of performance fee is greater when the investor uses the �ow of funds
to induce e¤ort.

3 The model with two types of portfolio man-
agers

Suppose that there two types of portfolio managers in the economy (� and �)
and that they are heterogeneous in the ability to generate positive excess re-
turn at each period and each node of the decision tree. In order to ease the
algebraic calculations, the high ability portfolio manager, �, is able to produce
positive excess return with positive probability in the good state of nature of
the binomial model while the low ability portfolio manager, �, always produces
negative excess return, never adding any value to the relationship. In this case,
P (rH j�) > 0 and P

�
rH j�

�
= 0. We adopt a key simpli�cation in the model and

make the level of ability unknown to everyone in the economy, whether the in-
vestor or the manager. Therefore, the portfolio manager�s type is an incomplete
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and symmetric information. Only the prior distribution over � is commonly
known and shared by all contracting parties ex ante.12 Since the information is
symmetric, there is no need for investors to o¤er menus of contracts in order to
induce workers to self-select.
We further assume that the proportion of � in the economy is � and the

percentage of � is (1� �). In the �rst period, the investor has to infer the
probability of return based on his belief of �. In the second period, the investor
uses his belief and the information derived from the the excess return observed
in the �rst period to infer about the portfolio manager�s type, �. Now, return
is a noisy signal of e¤ort and ability.
All the assumptions and notation remain the same unless for a new super-

script in each e¤ort function which indicates the type of the manager. Then,
we describe e¤ort as emt;s 2 [0; 1] ; � = �;�. In the �rst period, the probability of
high return is given by the probability distribution of return conditional to the
portfolio manager�s expected level of ability

�1;0 = P (�) :P (rH j�) + P
�
�
�
:P
�
rH j�

�
The investor and the manager observe the realized return in the �rst period

and learn about the manager�s ability. Then, the investor adjusts the posterior
distribution of return in a Bayesian way to obtain the probabilities of high return
in each node of the second period.

�2;1 = P (rH j�)P (�jrH) + P
�
rH j�

�
P
�
�jrH

�
�2;2 = P (rH j�)P (�jrL) + P

�
rH j�

�
P
�
�jrL

�
while the probabilities that the manager is of a particular ability type given the
return observed in the �rst period are respectively given by

P (�jrH) =
P (�)P (rH j�)

P (�)P (rH j�) + P
�
�
�
P
�
rH j�

�
P
�
�jrH

�
=

P
�
�
�
P
�
rH j�

�
P (�)P (rH j�) + P

�
�
�
P
�
rH j�

�
P (�jrL) =

P (�)P (rLj�)
P (�)P (rLj�) + P

�
�
�
P
�
rLj�

�
and

P
�
�jrL

�
=

P
�
�
�
P
�
rLj�

�
P (�)P (rLj�) + P

�
�
�
P
�
rLj�

�
The decision tree now comes with a line in the inferior part of the graph that

represents the payo¤s of the bad manager with the assumption that he never

12This idea was �rst introduced by Holmstrom (1982a).
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performs positively.

3.1 The portfolio manager problem: optimal choice of ef-
fort

When the observation of return in the �rst period reveals hiss type, the portfolio
manager solves

max
e0;e1;e2

UM =

2X
t=0

�t

24st=rtX
st=rt

P (rtjet)u (
t;s!t;s)�
k

2
(et;s)

35 (30)

= �1;0u (
0!H) + (1� �1;0)u (
0!L)�
k

2
(e1;0)

2

+�

8>><>>:
�1;0

�
�2;1u (
H!H) + (1� �2;1)u (
H!L)

�k
2

�
ei2;1
�2 �

+(1� �1;0)
�
�2;2u (
L!H) + (1� �2;2)u (
L!L)

�k
2

�
ei2;2
�2 �

9>>=>>;
We consider the simplifying assumption that the bad manager never generate

positive excess return, that is, P
�
rH j�

�
= 0 and P

�
rLj�

�
= 1. Then, the

probabilities of high return in each node are given by

�1;0 = �

�
exp (a1;0 + b1;0e1;0)

1 + exp (a1;0 + b1;0e1;0)

�
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�2;1 =

�
exp (a2;1 + b2;1e2;1)

1 + exp (a2;1 + b2;1e2;1)

�
P (�jrH) =

�
exp (a2;1 + b2;1e2;1)

1 + exp (a2;1 + b2;1e2;1)

�

�2;2 =

�
exp (a2;2 + b2;2e2;2)

1 + exp (a2;2 + b2;2e2;2)

�
P (�jrL) =

 
exp

�
a+ bei2;2

�
1 + exp

�
a+ bei2;2

�!�� (1� �1;0)
1� ��1;0

�
The reservation utility of the portfolio manager is exogenously given and is

equal to UM . Again, the investor has all bargaining power and can make take-
it-or-leave-it o¤ers to the portfolio manager subject to providing him with an
expected payo¤ which yields at least UM . Normalizing 
0 = 1, the �rst-order
conditions of the manager�s problem are given by

@UM
@e�1;0

= A (mf ; pf ;
H ;
L) (31)

@UM
@e�2;1

= E (mf ; pf ;
H) (32)

@UM
@e�2;2

= I (mf ; pf ;
L) (33)

Observe that the optimal e¤ort choice in the bad state of nature in the sec-
ond period depend on the optimal e¤ort choice in the �rst period. Calculating
explicit expressions for e�1;0 and e

�
2;2 becomes algebraically intractable and the

numerical solution also yields optimal e¤ort choices. Given the Bayesian adjust-
ment of posteriors, we know that e�1;0 > e

�
2;2 and that e

�
2;1 > e

�
2;2. However, we

can not say anything about the relation ship between e�1;0 and e
�
2;1. As the nu-

merical results show, depending on the parameter values the di¤erence between
them may have any sign.

3.2 The investor problem: optimal provision of incentives

Now, the risk-neutral investor solves

max
mf ;pf ;
H ;
L;

e0;e1;e2

UI = �0
0 (rH �mf � pf max [rH � rb; 0]) (34)

+(1� �0) 
0 (rL �mf � pf max [rL � rb; 0]) (35)

+��0

24 �1
H (rH �mf � pf max [rH � rb; 0])
+ (1� �1) 
H (rL �mf � pf max [rL � rb; 0])

� (
H � 
0 � (1 + rH)) rb

35
+� (1� �0)

24 �2
L (rH �mf � pf max [rH � rb; 0])
+ (1� �2) 
L (rL �mf � pf max [rL � rb; 0])

� (
L � 
0 � (1 + rL)) rb

35
subject to the following constraints. We normalize the reservation utility to zero
in each node and write the participation constraint as

UM � 0 (36)
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An incentive compatible contract o¤ered by the investor also satis�es the
incentive compatibility constraints

e0; e1; e2 2 argmax
2X
t=0

�t

"
2X
s=1

P (rtjet)u (
t;smf + pf max [rt;s � rb; 0])�
k

2
(et;s)

2

#
(37)

The manager has limited liability in excess return and can only be penalized
for exerting low levels of e¤ort through the implicit incentive, reducing the total
compensation in the second-period. Then, it is necessary to write two limited
responsibility constraints for the explicit incentives such that

mf > 0 (38)

pf � 0 (39)

Since it is neither possible to borrow resources from the manager�s fund nor
to leverage positions in the fund by borrowing at the benchmark rate, there are
also two short-selling constraints for the implicit incentives such that

0 � 
H � 1 (40)

0 � 
L � 1 (41)

The equilibrium solution
n
m�
f ; p

�
f ;


�
H ;


�
L; e

�
0; e

�
1; e

�
2

o
is algebraically intractable

and can only have a numerical solution.
Observe that the investor provides incentives in order to maximize expected

utility as he learns about the manager�s type. For all � < �, it is optimal to
o¤er full distortion in the implicit incentive structure. That is, for a particular
belief about the percentage of bad managers in the economy and below this
level, there is no cost in providing full distortion in the implicit incentive, i.e.,
when performance is poor in the �rst period, withdrawing all resources from the
fund can be done without any cost.

3.3 Characterization of the optimal incentive contract

In equilibrium, the investor o¤ers an incentive compatible contract
n
m�
f ; p

�
f ;


�
H ;


�
L

o
that satis�es all the constraints of his problem. He also chooses fe�0; e�1; e�2g that
satisfy the incentive constraints. The investor provides total incentives that
equalize the marginal excess return and the implied costs of e¤ort induction.
He does so by simultaneously combining and distorting both the implicit and
the explicit incentive�s compensation structure as to maximize the intertemporal
excess expected return.

3.4 Numerical results

The computer codes are presented in subsection 4 of the Appendix. We execute
the same procedure than the one described in the �rst model in Section 2.
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However, we build a performance fee schedule that uses the concept of the high
water mark, that is, performance in the second period is only due to the excess
return that compensates for the losses in the �rst period.
Consider each case below for di¤erent set of parameters as shown in the

graphs and tables. They show that performance fee and expected payo¤ present
a non-linear relationship according to di¤erent levels of implicit incentives, dif-
ferently than the previous model. The complementary relationship between
the explicit (performance fee) and the implicit incentive (Omega) remains in
the model with learning. The performance fee always needs to go up, in order
to compensate a more powerful implicit incentive does decrease the expected
payo¤. And again, the trade-o¤ between expected return in the �rst period
vis-à-vis expected return in the second period shows the power of the implicit
incentive and its importance as a component of the contract since it recovers
the relationship history.
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Now, a higher probability of bad managers in the economy decreases ex-
pected payo¤ while it increases the power of the contract. more performance
fee needs to be paid and the powerful implicit incentive has a greater impact in
generating endogenous return.
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Now, we vary the parameters of the logistic function and observe that for
given greater a increases probability and even in this case, greater implicit in-
centives increase expected payo¤ since less performance fee is needed to generate
more e¤ort.
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Below, we see that risk aversion creates opportunities for less powerful contracts.
The manager will exert higher e¤ort if his utility is smoothed along time and
states of nature. For a �xed fee, "he sells the management to the investor". It
is a good explanation for low powered contracts that are very regulated. The
discretionary power of the manager will be limited since it is very costly to the
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manager to run risks to obtain performance fee.
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4 Conclusions

The existence of optimal contracts with powerful implicit incentives is the most
relevant result presented here. This power arises from the fact that, given the
typical contract�s characteristics, the �ow of funds represents a less con�ictive
mechanism designed by the investor to induce the portfolio manager to exert
higher levels of e¤ort. While the implied cost of using explicit incentives reduce
net expected return directly, the implicit incentive only a¤ects the investor ob-
jective function when the benchmark return is greater than the endogenous
expected return obtained by the portfolio manager. Besides, risk aversion ex-
plains complementary incentives. The performance fee is greater in the case the
implicit incentive is less powerful.
The power of the �ow of funds might also be an explanation for simple

and incomplete explicit incentives. Indeed, implicit incentives� power might
complement simple explicit incentives, given the general conditions encountered
in the marketplace. Or we may say, powerful implicit incentives may correct
some nuisances created by simple and incomplete linear explicit incentives that
are detrimental to e¢ cient risk choices executed by the portfolio manager.
However, it does not arise as an important incentive response without a rel-

evant implied cost. First, expected returns are endogenous to e¤ort provision.
Second, the trade-o¤ between incentives and performance may be so costly that
it even represents a non-credible threat when the portfolio allocation decision is
di¤erent than the usual solution without any intertemporal incentives consider-
ation, i.e., full allocation if expected excess return is positive.
More importantly, powerful implicit incentives may negatively a¤ect the

portfolio manager�s ability to take risks since the implied uncertainty of highly
volatile �ow of funds creates incentives to myopic investing. This greater in-
come uncertainty reduces the utility of a risk averse manager and may lead to an
increase in the likelihood of "closet indexing" of the fund when past excess re-
turn is positive and asset under management grows. On the other hand, it may
also increase the likelihood of excessive risk-taking when past excess return is
negative and the �ow of fund�s expected punishment may lead to all-or-nothing
bets.
Rational investors should be "forward looking" decision makers. Since the

investor can not observe e¤ort executed by the manager, moral hazard issues
arise and, hence, "backward looking strategies" maximize expected return. This
result may explain an empirical regularity found in the asset management in-
dustry that seems to be unreasonable and inconsistent, once past return may
not be indicative of future return.
If powerful implicit incentives raise �ow concerns that are detrimental to

optimal e¤ort and risk-taking behavior, it would be desirable to spend time and
resources in the designing of somewhat complex explicit incentives clauses that
internalize the history of returns as well as pre-de�ned variables like investor
and portfolio manager�s investment pro�les and objectives.
For instance, it might make sense to build a compensation structure that

depend less on the total volume under management and design a mechanism in
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which total incentives are more dependent on performance with a more powerful
explicit incentive. The investor should compensate current and future perfor-
mance rather than past performance to guarantee that he seizes all the possible
bene�ts of the dynamic relationship in an asset management contract. Based
on the comparison of the optimal performance fee given the power of implicit
incentives, the investor could o¤er to risk averse managers contracts with lower
implicit incentives; i.e., lock-up periods for the invested funds in exchange for a
lower performance fee.
Possible extensions and generalizations to this work would allow for a contin-

uum of states and more than two periods. Also, a further analysis of investment
strategies alternatives given possible functional forms of the �ow-performance
relationship.
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5 Appendix

5.1 Computer code for the binomial model with full com-
mitment

5.1.1 Portfolio Manager Utility function

function resp = u(arg1,arg2,arg3,arg4,arg5)
resp = ((arg1*arg2+arg1*arg3*arg4)^(arg5-1/arg5))/(1/(arg5-1));

5.1.2 Investor Utility function

function resp = vi(arg1,arg2,arg3,arg4,arg5)
resp = arg1*(arg2-arg4-arg3*arg5);

5.1.3 Input values for model�s parameter

% Parameters
k = 2;
a = -3;
b = 5;
delta = 0.8;
rho = 2;
om0 = 1000;
cdi = 0.15;
days = 252;
cdiperch = 1.5;
cdipercl = 0.8;
rh = cdiperch*((1+cdi)^(days/252)-1);
rl = cdipercl*((1+cdi)^(days/252)-1);
rb = ((1+cdi)^(days/252)-1);
if (rh-rb)>0;
erh=rh-rb;
else erh=0;
end
if (rl-rb)>0;
erl=rl-rb;
else erl=0;
end

5.1.4 Investor�s Maximization problem objective function and its
gradient

function [f,GG] = probinv(x);
tese_input;
syms mf pf omh oml rho e0 e1 e2;
% Investor utility function
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F=vi(om0,rh,erh,mf,pf);
G=vi(om0,rl,erl,mf,pf);
H=vi(omh,rh,erh,mf,pf);
K=vi(omh,rl,erl,mf,pf);
M=vi(oml,rh,erh,mf,pf);
N=vi(oml,rl,erl,mf,pf);
% Probabilities of high return using optimal e¤ort functions
A = exp(a+b*e0)/(1+exp(a+b*e0));
E = exp(a+b*e1)/(1+exp(a+b*e1));
I = exp(a+b*e2)/(1+exp(a+b*e2));
% Investor objective function
f = -(A*F+(1-A)*G-vi(om0-om0,rb,0,0,0)
+delta*A*(E*H+(1-E)*K-vi(omh-(om0*(1+rh)),rb,0,0,0))
+delta*(1-A)*(I*M+(1-I)*N-vi(oml-(om0*(1+rl)),rb,0,0,0)));
% Partial Derivatives
d_f_mf = di¤(f,sym(�mf�));
d_f_pf = di¤(f,sym(�pf�));
d_f_omh = di¤(f,sym(�omh�));
d_f_oml = di¤(f,sym(�oml�));
d_f_e0 = di¤(f,sym(�e0�));
d_f_e1 = di¤(f,sym(�e1�));
d_f_e2 = di¤(f,sym(�e2�));
% Gradient
GG = [d_f_mf d_f_pf d_f_omh d_f_oml d_f_e0 d_f_e1 d_f_e2];
% Solution values and parameters
mf = x(1);
pf = x(2);
omh = x(3);
oml = x(4);
e0 = x(5);
e1 = x(6);
e2 = x(7);
tese_input;
% Objective function and gradient evaluated at solution x
f = eval(f);
GG = eval(GG);

5.1.5 Investor�s Maximization problem constraints and their deriv-
atives

function [c,ceq,GC,Geq] = constr(x)
tese_input;
syms mf pf omh oml rho e0 e1 e2;
% Portfolio Manager utility function
P = u(om0,mf,pf,erh,rho);
Q = u(om0,mf,pf,erl,rho);
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S = u(omh,mf,pf,erh,rho);
T = u(omh,mf,pf,erl,rho);
Vu = u(oml,mf,pf,erh,rho);
W = u(oml,mf,pf,erl,rho);
% Probabilities of high return using optimal e¤ort functions
A = exp(a+b*e0)/(1+exp(a+b*e0));
E = exp(a+b*e1)/(1+exp(a+b*e1));
I = exp(a+b*e2)/(1+exp(a+b*e2));
% Portfolio manager objective function
PM = A*P+(1-A)*Q-(e0^2)*(k/2)
+delta*A*(E*S+(1-E)*T-(e1^2)*(k/2))
+delta*(1-A)*(I*Vu+(1-I)*W-(e2^2)*(k/2));
% CPO´s of the portfolio manager with respect to optimal choice of incen-

tives
d_PM_e0=di¤(PM,sym(�e0�));
d_PM_e1=di¤(PM,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e2=di¤(PM,sym(�e2�));
% Participation constraint and e¤orts�upper and lower bounds constraints
c=-(A*P+(1-A)*Q-(e0^2)*(k/2)
+delta*A*(E*S+(1-E)*T-(e1^2)*(k/2))
+delta*(1-A)*(I*Vu+(1-I)*W-(e2^2)*(k/2)));
c0=d_PM_e0-0.000000001;
c1=d_PM_e1-0.000000001;
c2=d_PM_e2-0.000000001;
c3=-d_PM_e0-0.000000001;
c4=-d_PM_e1-0.000000001;
c5=-d_PM_e2-0.000000001;
% Partial derivatives of the constraints
d_c_mf=di¤(c,sym(�mf�));
d_c_pf=di¤(c,sym(�pf�));
d_c_omh=di¤(c,sym(�omh�));
d_c_oml=di¤(c,sym(�oml�));
d_c_e0=di¤(c,sym(�e0�));
d_c_e1=di¤(c,sym(�e1�));
d_c_e2=di¤(c,sym(�e2�));
d_c0_mf=di¤(c0,sym(�mf�));
d_c0_pf=di¤(c0,sym(�pf�));
d_c0_omh=di¤(c0,sym(�omh�));
d_c0_oml=di¤(c0,sym(�oml�));
d_c0_e0=di¤(c0,sym(�e0�));
d_c0_e1=di¤(c0,sym(�e1�));
d_c0_e2=di¤(c0,sym(�e2�));
d_c1_mf=di¤(c1,sym(�mf�));
d_c1_pf=di¤(c1,sym(�pf�));
d_c1_omh=di¤(c1,sym(�omh�));
d_c1_oml=di¤(c1,sym(�oml�));
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d_c1_e0=di¤(c1,sym(�e0�));
d_c1_e1=di¤(c1,sym(�e1�));
d_c1_e2=di¤(c1,sym(�e2�));
d_c2_mf=di¤(c2,sym(�mf�));
d_c2_pf=di¤(c2,sym(�pf�));
d_c2_omh=di¤(c2,sym(�omh�));
d_c2_oml=di¤(c2,sym(�oml�));
d_c2_e0=di¤(c2,sym(�e0�));
d_c2_e1=di¤(c2,sym(�e1�));
d_c2_e2=di¤(c2,sym(�e2�));
d_c3_mf=di¤(c3,sym(�mf�));
d_c3_pf=di¤(c3,sym(�pf�));
d_c3_omh=di¤(c3,sym(�omh�));
d_c3_oml=di¤(c3,sym(�oml�));
d_c3_e0=di¤(c3,sym(�e0�));
d_c3_e1=di¤(c3,sym(�e1�));
d_c3_e2=di¤(c3,sym(�e2�));
d_c4_mf=di¤(c4,sym(�mf�));
d_c4_pf=di¤(c4,sym(�pf�));
d_c4_omh=di¤(c4,sym(�omh�));
d_c4_oml=di¤(c4,sym(�oml�));
d_c4_e0=di¤(c4,sym(�e0�));
d_c4_e1=di¤(c4,sym(�e1�));
d_c4_e2=di¤(c4,sym(�e2�));
d_c5_mf=di¤(c5,sym(�mf�));
d_c5_pf=di¤(c5,sym(�pf�));
d_c5_omh=di¤(c5,sym(�omh�));
d_c5_oml=di¤(c5,sym(�oml�));
d_c5_e0=di¤(c5,sym(�e0�));
d_c5_e1=di¤(c5,sym(�e1�));
d_c5_e2=di¤(c5,sym(�e2�));
% Gradient
GC = [d_c_mf d_c_pf d_c_omh d_c_oml d_c_e0 d_c_e1 d_c_e2;
d_c0_mf d_c0_pf d_c0_omh d_c0_oml d_c0_e0 d_c0_e1 d_c0_e2;
d_c1_mf d_c1_pf d_c1_omh d_c1_oml d_c1_e0 d_c1_e1 d_c1_e2;
d_c2_mf d_c2_pf d_c2_omh d_c2_oml d_c2_e0 d_c2_e1 d_c2_e2;
d_c3_mf d_c3_pf d_c3_omh d_c3_oml d_c3_e0 d_c3_e1 d_c3_e2;
d_c4_mf d_c4_pf d_c4_omh d_c4_oml d_c4_e0 d_c4_e1 d_c4_e2;
d_c5_mf d_c5_pf d_c5_omh d_c5_oml d_c5_e0 d_c5_e1 d_c5_e2];
% Equality constraints and their gradient
ceq=[];
Geq=[];
% Solution values
mf=x(1);
pf=x(2);
omh=x(3);
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oml=x(4);
e0=x(5);
e1=x(6);
e2=x(7);
tese_input;
% Constraints and the gradient evaluated at solution x
c=[eval(c) eval(c0) eval(c1) eval(c2) eval(c3) eval(c4) eval(c5)];
GC = eval(GC�);

5.1.6 Checking su¢ ciency conditions for local optima of the portfo-
lio manager�s problem

function h = hess_sign(x);
syms mf pf omh oml rho e0 e1 e2;
tese_input;
% Optimal solution derived in the tese_opt m.�le using the fmincom fucntion
mf = x(1);
pf = x(2);
omh = x(3);
oml = x(4);
e0 = x(5);
e1 = x(6);
e2 = x(7);
% Portfolio Manager utility function
P = u(om0,mf,pf,erh,rho);
Q = u(om0,mf,pf,erl,rho);
S = u(omh,mf,pf,erh,rho);
T = u(omh,mf,pf,erl,rho);
Vu = u(oml,mf,pf,erh,rho);
W = u(oml,mf,pf,erl,rho);
% Probabilities of high return using optimal e¤ort functions
A = exp(a+b*e0)/(1+exp(a+b*e0));
E = exp(a+b*e1)/(1+exp(a+b*e1));
I = exp(a+b*e2)/(1+exp(a+b*e2));
% Portfolio manager objective function
PM = A*P+(1-A)*Q-(e0^2)*(k/2)
+delta*A*(E*S+(1-E)*T-(e1^2)*(k/2))
+delta*(1-A)*(I*Vu+(1-I)*W-(e2^2)*(k/2));
% CPO´s of the portfolio manager with respect to optimal choice of incen-

tives
d_PM_e0=di¤(PM,sym(�e0�));
d_PM_e1=di¤(PM,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e2=di¤(PM,sym(�e2�));
d_PM_e0e0=di¤(d_PM_e0,sym(�e0�));
d_PM_e0e1=di¤(d_PM_e0,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e0e2=di¤(d_PM_e0,sym(�e2�));
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d_PM_e1e0=di¤(d_PM_e1,sym(�e0�));
d_PM_e1e1=di¤(d_PM_e1,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e1e2=di¤(d_PM_e1,sym(�e2�));
d_PM_e2e0=di¤(d_PM_e2,sym(�e0�));
d_PM_e2e1=di¤(d_PM_e2,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e2e2=di¤(d_PM_e2,sym(�e2�));
% Hessian matrix of the portfolio manager problem evaluated at solution x
HH = [d_PM_e0e0, d_PM_e0e1, d_PM_e0e2;
d_PM_e1e0, d_PM_e1e1, d_PM_e1e2; d_PM_e2e0,
d_PM_e2e1, d_PM_e2e2];
diag(eig(eval(HH)));
% Signals of eigenvalues of the hessian matrix
S = sign(diag(eig(eval(HH))));
% Counting the number of negatives and positive values
% positive eigenvalues
P=0;
% negative eigenvalues
N=0;
for i = 1: max(size(S))
if S(i,i)==1
P = P + 1;
else N = N + 1;
end
end
if P*N>0
h=0;
else if P==0
h=-1;
else h=1;
end
end

5.1.7 Non-linear Minimization problem function and print

function [best_result, ret_best_resul] = tese_opt;
tese_input;
syms mf pf omh oml rho e0 e1 e2;
% Lower bounds x >= 0
lb = [0.01,0,om0*(1+rh),10,0,0,0];
% Upper bounds
ub = [lb(1),0.4,lb(3),lb(4),5,5,5];
% Speci�ng the optimization code features
options = optimset(�Display�,�iter�,�GradConstr�,�on�,�GradObj�,�on�,
�Hessian�,�on�,�Jacobian�,�on�,�MaxIter�,20,�MaxFunEvals�,100,�TolFun�,1e-10,�TolCon�,1e-

10);
format long
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% Initial guess values of the investor�s control variables
mf = ub(1);
pf = ub(2);
omh = ub(3);
oml = ub(4);
e0 = 1.2;
e1 = 1.2;
e2 = 1.2;
x0 = [mf pf omh oml e0 e1 e2];
% Optimization function
[x,fval,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT,LAMBDA,GRAD,HESSIAN] =
= fmincon(@probinv,x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,@constr,options)
% Solution values
mf = x(1);
pf = x(2);
omh = x(3);
oml = x(4);
e0 = x(5);
e1 = x(6);
e2 = x(7);
tese_input;
% Portfolio Manager utility function
P = u(om0,mf,pf,erh,rho);
Q = u(om0,mf,pf,erl,rho);
S = u(omh,mf,pf,erh,rho);
T = u(omh,mf,pf,erl,rho);
Vu = u(oml,mf,pf,erh,rho);
W = u(oml,mf,pf,erl,rho);
% Probabilities of high return using optimal e¤ort functions
A = exp(a+b*e0)/(1+exp(a+b*e0));
E = exp(a+b*e1)/(1+exp(a+b*e1));
I = exp(a+b*e2)/(1+exp(a+b*e2));
% Calculating output variables and functions
if (rh-rb)>0;
pfeeh=(pf)*(252/days);
else pfeeh=0;
end
if (rl-rb)>0;
pfeel=(pf)*(252/days);
else pfeel=0;
end
r0=rh*A+rl*(1-A);
r0exc=r0-rb;
Var0=(A)*(1-A)*(rh-rl)^2;
r1=rh*E+rl*(1-E);
r1exc=r1-rb;
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Var1=E*(1-E)*(rh-rl)^2;
r2=rh*I+rl*(1-I);
r2exc=r2-rb;
Var2=I*(1-I)*(rh-rl)^2;
% Output print routine
parameters = [k a b delta rho cdi days cdiperch cdipercl om0]�
x0�
ret_best_result = [pfeeh pfeel r0exc r1exc r2exc r0 Var0 r1 Var1 r2 Var2]�
[c,ceq,GC,Geq] = constr(x);
result_iter(1:7) = x(1:7);
result_iter(8) = A;
result_iter(9) = E;
result_iter(10) = I;
result_iter(11) = -fval;
result_iter(12:18) = -c(1:7);
best_result = result_iter�
hess_sign(x)
% Saving minimization problem�s results
save �resultados_one�parameters best_result ret_best_result

5.2 Computer code for the binomial model with learning

5.2.1 Portfolio Manager Utility function

function resp = u(arg1,arg2,arg3,arg4,arg5)
resp = ((arg1*arg2+arg1*arg3*arg4)^(arg5-1/arg5))/(1/(arg5-1));

5.2.2 Investor Utility function

function resp = vi(arg1,arg2,arg3,arg4,arg5)
resp = arg1*(arg2-arg4-arg3*arg5);

5.2.3 Input values for model�s parameter

% Parameters
lambda = 0.8;
k = 2;
a = 0;
b = 3;
delta = 0.9;
rho = 2;
om0 = 1000;
cdi = 0.15;
days = 252;
cdiperch = 1.5;
cdipercl = 0.8;
rh = cdiperch*((1+cdi)^(days/252)-1);
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rl = cdipercl*((1+cdi)^(days/252)-1);
rb = ((1+cdi)^(days/252)-1);
if (rh-rb)>0;
erh=rh-rb;
else erh=0;
end
if (rl-rb)>0;
erl=rl-rb;
else erl=0;
end
if 2*(rh-rb)>0;
erhh=rh-rb;
else erhh=0;
end
if (rh+rl-2*rb)-erhh>0;
erhl=rh+rl-2*rb;
else erhl=0;
end
if 2*(rl-rb)>0;
erll=rl-rb;
else erll=0;
end
if (rh+rl-2*rb)-erll>0;
erlh=rl+rh-2*rb;
else erlh=0;
end

5.2.4 Investor�s Maximization problem objective function and its
gradient

function [f,GG] = probinv(x);
tese_input;
syms mf pf omh oml rho e0 e1 e2;
% Investor utility function
F=vi(om0,rh,erh,mf,pf);
G=vi(om0,rl,erl,mf,pf);
H=vi(omh,rh,erhh,mf,pf);
K=vi(omh,rl,erhl,mf,pf);
M=vi(oml,rh,erlh,mf,pf);
N=vi(oml,rl,erll,mf,pf);
% Probabilities of high return using optimal e¤ort functions
A = lambda*(exp(a+b*e0)/(1+exp(a+b*e0)));
E = exp(a+b*e1)/(1+exp(a+b*e1));
I = ((lambda-lambda*A)/(1-lambda*A))*(exp(a+b*e2)/(1+exp(a+b*e2)));
% Investor objective function
f = -(A*F+(1-A)*G-vi(om0-om0,rb,0,0,0)
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+delta*A*(E*H+(1-E)*K-vi(omh-om0*(1+rh),rb,0,0,0))
+delta*(1-A)*(I*M+(1-I)*N-vi(oml-om0*(1+rl),rb,0,0,0)));
% Partial derivatives
d_f_mf=di¤(f,sym(�mf�));
d_f_pf=di¤(f,sym(�pf�));
d_f_omh=di¤(f,sym(�omh�));
d_f_oml=di¤(f,sym(�oml�));
d_f_e0=di¤(f,sym(�e0�));
d_f_e1=di¤(f,sym(�e1�));
d_f_e2=di¤(f,sym(�e2�));
% Compute the gradient evaluated at x
GG = [d_f_mf d_f_pf d_f_omh d_f_oml d_f_e0 d_f_e1 d_f_e2];
mf=x(1);
pf=x(2);
omh=x(3);
oml=x(4);
e0=x(5);
e1=x(6);
e2=x(7);
tese_input;
f = eval(f);
GG=eval(GG);

5.2.5 Investor�s Maximization problem constraints and their deriv-
atives

function [c,ceq,GC,Geq] = constr(x)
tese_input;
% Endogenous variables
syms mf pf omh oml rho e0 e1 e2 k;
% Portfolio Manager utility function
P = u(om0,mf,pf,erh,rho);
Q = u(om0,mf,pf,erl,rho);
S = u(omh,mf,pf,erhh,rho);
T = u(omh,mf,pf,erhl,rho);
Vu = u(oml,mf,pf,erlh,rho);
W = u(oml,mf,pf,erll,rho);
% Probabilities of high return using optimal e¤ort functions
A = lambda*(exp(a+b*e0)/(1+exp(a+b*e0)));
E = exp(a+b*e1)/(1+exp(a+b*e1));
I = ((lambda-lambda*A)/(1-lambda*A))*(exp(a+b*e2)/(1+exp(a+b*e2)));
% Portfolio Manager�s Problem and its CPOs
PM=((A*P+(1-A)*Q-k*(e0^2)/2)
+delta*A*(E*S+(1-E)*T-k*(e1^2)/2)
+delta*(1-A)*(I*Vu+(1-I)*W-k*(e2^2)/2));
d_PM_e0=di¤(PM,sym(�e0�));
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d_PM_e1=di¤(PM,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e2=di¤(PM,sym(�e2�));
% Participation Constraint
c=-((A*P+(1-A)*Q-k*(e0^2)/2)
+delta*A*(E*S+(1-E)*T-k*(e1^2)/2)
+delta*(1-A)*(I*Vu+(1-I)*W-k*(e2^2)/2));
% Incentive Constraints
c0=d_PM_e0-0.00000001;
c1=d_PM_e1-0.00000001;
c2=d_PM_e2-0.00000001;
c3=-d_PM_e0-0.00000001;
c4=-d_PM_e1-0.00000001;
c5=-d_PM_e2-0.00000001;
% Partial derivatives of the constraints
d_c_mf=di¤(c,sym(�mf�));
d_c_pf=di¤(c,sym(�pf�));
d_c_omh=di¤(c,sym(�omh�));
d_c_oml=di¤(c,sym(�oml�));
d_c_e0=di¤(c,sym(�e0�));
d_c_e1=di¤(c,sym(�e1�));
d_c_e2=di¤(c,sym(�e2�));
d_c0_mf=di¤(c0,sym(�mf�));
d_c0_pf=di¤(c0,sym(�pf�));
d_c0_omh=di¤(c0,sym(�omh�));
d_c0_oml=di¤(c0,sym(�oml�));
d_c0_e0=di¤(c0,sym(�e0�));
d_c0_e1=di¤(c0,sym(�e1�));
d_c0_e2=di¤(c0,sym(�e2�));
d_c1_mf=di¤(c1,sym(�mf�));
d_c1_pf=di¤(c1,sym(�pf�));
d_c1_omh=di¤(c1,sym(�omh�));
d_c1_oml=di¤(c1,sym(�oml�));
d_c1_e0=di¤(c1,sym(�e0�));
d_c1_e1=di¤(c1,sym(�e1�));
d_c1_e2=di¤(c1,sym(�e2�));
d_c2_mf=di¤(c2,sym(�mf�));
d_c2_pf=di¤(c2,sym(�pf�));
d_c2_omh=di¤(c2,sym(�omh�));
d_c2_oml=di¤(c2,sym(�oml�));
d_c2_e0=di¤(c2,sym(�e0�));
d_c2_e1=di¤(c2,sym(�e1�));
d_c2_e2=di¤(c2,sym(�e2�));
d_c3_mf=di¤(c3,sym(�mf�));
d_c3_pf=di¤(c3,sym(�pf�));
d_c3_omh=di¤(c3,sym(�omh�));
d_c3_oml=di¤(c3,sym(�oml�));
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d_c3_e0=di¤(c3,sym(�e0�));
d_c3_e1=di¤(c3,sym(�e1�));
d_c3_e2=di¤(c3,sym(�e2�));
d_c4_mf=di¤(c4,sym(�mf�));
d_c4_pf=di¤(c4,sym(�pf�));
d_c4_omh=di¤(c4,sym(�omh�));
d_c4_oml=di¤(c4,sym(�oml�));
d_c4_e0=di¤(c4,sym(�e0�));
d_c4_e1=di¤(c4,sym(�e1�));
d_c4_e2=di¤(c4,sym(�e2�));
d_c5_mf=di¤(c5,sym(�mf�));
d_c5_pf=di¤(c5,sym(�pf�));
d_c5_omh=di¤(c5,sym(�omh�));
d_c5_oml=di¤(c5,sym(�oml�));
d_c5_e0=di¤(c5,sym(�e0�));
d_c5_e1=di¤(c5,sym(�e1�));
d_c5_e2=di¤(c5,sym(�e2�));
% Gradient of the inequality constraints
GC = [d_c_mf d_c_pf d_c_omh d_c_oml d_c_e0 d_c_e1 d_c_e2;
d_c0_mf d_c0_pf d_c0_omh d_c0_oml d_c0_e0 d_c0_e1 d_c0_e2;
d_c1_mf d_c1_pf d_c1_omh d_c1_oml d_c1_e0 d_c1_e1 d_c1_e2;
d_c2_mf d_c2_pf d_c2_omh d_c2_oml d_c2_e0 d_c2_e1 d_c2_e2;
d_c3_mf d_c3_pf d_c3_omh d_c3_oml d_c3_e0 d_c3_e1 d_c3_e2;
d_c4_mf d_c4_pf d_c4_omh d_c4_oml d_c4_e0 d_c4_e1 d_c4_e2;
d_c5_mf d_c5_pf d_c5_omh d_c5_oml d_c5_e0 d_c5_e1 d_c5_e2];
% Gradient of the equalitiy constraints
Geq = [];
% Solution x
mf=x(1);
pf=x(2);
omh=x(3);
oml=x(4);
e0=x(5);
e1=x(6);
e2=x(7);
tese_input;
% Evaluating constraints at solution x
c = [eval(c) eval(c0) eval(c1) eval(c2) eval(c3) eval(c4) eval(c5)];
GC = eval(GC�);
ceq = [];
Geq = [];

5.2.6 Checking su¢ ciency conditions for local optima of the portfo-
lio manager´s problem

function h = hess_sign(x);
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tese_input;
syms mf pf omh oml rho e0 e1 e2;
% Portfolio Manager utility function
P = u(om0,mf,pf,erh,rho);
Q = u(om0,mf,pf,erl,rho);
S = u(omh,mf,pf,erhh,rho);
T = u(omh,mf,pf,erhl,rho);
Vu = u(oml,mf,pf,erlh,rho);
W = u(oml,mf,pf,erll,rho);
% Probabilities of high return using optimal e¤ort functions
A = lambda*(exp(a+b*e0)/(1+exp(a+b*e0)));
E = exp(a+b*e1)/(1+exp(a+b*e1));
I = ((lambda-lambda*A)/(1-lambda*A))*(exp(a+b*e2)/(1+exp(a+b*e2)));
% Portfolio Manager obejctive function and its partial derivatives
PM=((A*P+(1-A)*Q-k*(e0^2)/2)
+delta*A*(E*S+(1-E)*T-k*(e1^2)/2)
+delta*(1-A)*(I*Vu+(1-I)*W-k*(e2^2)/2));
d_PM_e0=di¤(PM,sym(�e0�));
d_PM_e1=di¤(PM,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e2=di¤(PM,sym(�e2�));
d_PM_e0e0=di¤(d_PM_e0,sym(�e0�));
d_PM_e0e1=di¤(d_PM_e0,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e0e2=di¤(d_PM_e0,sym(�e2�));
d_PM_e1e0=di¤(d_PM_e1,sym(�e0�));
d_PM_e1e1=di¤(d_PM_e1,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e1e2=di¤(d_PM_e1,sym(�e2�));
d_PM_e2e0=di¤(d_PM_e2,sym(�e0�));
d_PM_e2e1=di¤(d_PM_e2,sym(�e1�));
d_PM_e2e2=di¤(d_PM_e2,sym(�e2�));
% Solution x
tese_input;
mf=x(1);
pf=x(2);
omh=x(3);
oml=x(4);
e0=x(5);
e1=x(6);
e2=x(7);
% Hessian matrix of the portfolio manager problem evaluated at solution x
HH = [d_PM_e0e0, d_PM_e0e1, d_PM_e0e2; d_PM_e1e0,
d_PM_e1e1, d_PM_e1e2; d_PM_e2e0, d_PM_e2e1, d_PM_e2e2];
% Signals of eigenvalues of the hessian matrix
S = sign(diag(eig(eval(HH))));
P=0; % positive eigenvalues
N=0; % negative eigenvalues
% Counting th enumber of negatives and positive values
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for i = 1: max(size(S))
if S(i,i)==1
P = P + 1;
else N = N + 1;
end
end
if P*N>0
h=0;
else if P==0
h=-1;
else h=1;
end
end

5.2.7 Non-linear Minimization problem function and print

function [best_result, ret_best_resul] = tese_opt;
tese_input;
syms mf pf omh oml rho e0 e1 e2;
% Lower bounds x >= 0
lb = [0.01,0,om0*(1+rh),10,0,0,0];
% upper bounds
ub = [lb(1),0.4,lb(3),lb(4),5,5,5];
% Speci�ng the optimization code features
options = optimset(�Display�,�iter�,�GradConstr�,�on�,�GradObj�,�on�,
�Hessian�,�on�,�Jacobian�,�on�,�MaxIter�,100,�MaxFunEvals�,10000,�TolFun�,1e-

14,�TolCon�,1e-14);
format long
% Initial guess values of the investor�s control variables
mf = ub(1);
pf = 0.03;%(ub(2)-lb(2))/4;
omh = ub(3);
oml = ub(4);
e0 = 1.3;
e1 = 1;
e2 = 0.1;
x0 = [mf pf omh oml e0 e1 e2];
% Minimization procedure
[x,fval,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT,LAMBDA,GRAD,HESSIAN] =
= fmincon(@probinv,x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,@constr,options)
% Veri�cation of the optimal solution
mf = x(1);
pf = x(2);
omh= x(3);
oml= x(4);
e0 = x(5);
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e1 = x(6);
e2 = x(7);
% Portfolio Manager utility function
P = u(om0,mf,pf,erh,rho);
Q = u(om0,mf,pf,erl,rho);
S = u(omh,mf,pf,erhh,rho);
T = u(omh,mf,pf,erhl,rho);
Vu = u(oml,mf,pf,erlh,rho);
W = u(oml,mf,pf,erll,rho);
% Probabilities of high return using optimal e¤ort functions
A = lambda*(exp(a+b*e0)/(1+exp(a+b*e0)));
E = exp(a+b*e1)/(1+exp(a+b*e1));
I = ((lambda-lambda*A)/(1-lambda*A))*(exp(a+b*e2)/(1+exp(a+b*e2)));
pfee=(pf)*(252/days);
r0=rh*A+rl*(1-A);
r0exc=1+((r0-rb)/rb)*(252/days);
Var0=A*(1-A)*(rh-rl)^2;
r1=rh*E+rl*(1-E);
r1exc=1+((r1-rb)/rb)*(252/days);
Var1=E*(1-E)*(rh-rl)^2;
r2=rh*I+rl*(1-I);
r2exc=1+((r2-rb)/rb)*(252/days);
Var2=I*(1-I)*(rh-rl)^2;
[c,ceq,GC,Geq] = constr(x);
[f,GG] = probinv(x);
result_iter(1:7) = x(1:7);
parameters = [k a delta om0 cdi days cdiperch cdipercl b lambda rh rl rb]�
�x0�
x0�
best_result = result_iter�
ret_best_result=[x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) x(6) x(7) A E I -f -c(1) c(2) c(3)

c(4) c(5) c(6) c(7)
hess_sign(x) pfee r0exc r1exc r2exc r0 Var0 r1 Var1 r2 Var2 ]�
% saving results of minimization problem
save �resultados_one�parameters best_result ret_best_result
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Baixar livros de Literatura
Baixar livros de Literatura de Cordel
Baixar livros de Literatura Infantil
Baixar livros de Matemática
Baixar livros de Medicina
Baixar livros de Medicina Veterinária
Baixar livros de Meio Ambiente
Baixar livros de Meteorologia
Baixar Monografias e TCC
Baixar livros Multidisciplinar
Baixar livros de Música
Baixar livros de Psicologia
Baixar livros de Química
Baixar livros de Saúde Coletiva
Baixar livros de Serviço Social
Baixar livros de Sociologia
Baixar livros de Teologia
Baixar livros de Trabalho
Baixar livros de Turismo
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